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EXPERIENCE

GENERAL ASSIGNMENT REPORTER; HOUSTON PUBLIC MEDIA
SEPTEMBER 2017 - PRESENT

As a full-time freelancer for News 88.7, I covered environmental stories with a
healthy mix of politics and education. I filed spots, readers, and feature-length
stories. I reworked my radio content for use on digital platforms and would
frequently cover breaking news events live online.
FREELANCE PRODUCER
2015 - PRESENT

In addition to tape syncs and newscast spots for NPR, I regularly file for Texas
Standard, a state-wide news program run by the Texas Station Collaborative.
PODCAST PRODUCER; TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY WRITING CENTER
AUGUST 2015 – AUGUST 2017

I was the sole reporter and producer for Write Right. Communication and linguistics
wasn’t the easiest beat in the world, but I quickly learned how to take abstract,
complicated topics and create compelling, narrative-driven explainer pieces that
ranged from five to twenty minutes in length. I also maintained all digital materials
for the podcast, including visuals, file hosting, and RSS distribution.
INTERN; WBUR
SUMMER 2016

On the WBUR newscast team I reported, produced and edited audio, and wrote
copy for the hourly newscast. I would frequently assist WBUR reporters in the field.
INTERN; TRANSOM.ORG/ATLANTIC PUBLIC MEDIA
SUMMER 2015

I reported and produced original work for the Sonic IDs series on WCAI. Each piece
is a short,1-minute long piece that highlights the stories of Cape Cod locals, giving
the broadcast a community-oriented sonic identity. I also produced feature-length
news stories for WCAI and helped maintain the Transom.org CMS and other digital
content.
EDUCATION

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
B.S. Telecommunications & Media Studies; GPA: 3.1

Concentrations in Sound Studies, Media Theory, and Computer Science
INVOLVMENT

Association of Independents in Radio; Member
KANM Student Radio; Programming Director, 2014-2016; Host, 2013-2016
KEOS Community Radio; Host, 2013-2015
Leadership Living Learning Community; 1 year resident
Boy Scouts of America; Eagle Scout

